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Goal
Currently, existing facial recognition does a poor job on 
recognizing the people that have undergone significant 
changes to their face. We want to improve the ability of 
facial recognition software and extend it to recognize 
someone despite significant changes. We are focused on 
matching images before and after undergoing hormone 
therapy.
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tface: Transgender Facial Recognition

Motivations and Objectives

q Motivations

§ There are security concerns in the inability for 
current facial recognition software to reliably 
identify anyone that has gone through hormone 
therapy.

§ Currently, there are studies on how to approach 
transgender recognition but there are no 
implementations. We want to create our own 
algorithms, taking these studies into consideration.

q Objectives

§ To obtain reasonable recognition rates

§ Determine what features are the best for 
identification, as well as study what  features 
change the least during transgender transformation.

q It was observed that using a person’s eyes resulted in better recognition rates than when using the full face.
q Undergoing hormone therapy can make changes to different regions of the face but the eyes remain the same.
q SIFT did better in both the full face and eyes when compared to SURF.
q The recognition rates were lower than expected due to the dataset being unideal.
q With both a better dataset and larger sample size, higher recognition rates are possible when using eyes for matching.

qStep 1: Landmarking
• Map out the structure of the face so that we may focus on 

certain features. 
qStep 2: Training
• Create a dictionary of features using regions identified in 

the landmarking step.
qStep 3: Classifiying
• Use a linear classifier to determine which test image 

belongs to which class.
qStep 4: Improvement 
• Increased recognition rate by changing parameters such as 

bounding boxes and training images.
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Recognition Rate Improvement

SIFT SURF

Face	Feature
Full	Face Eyes

Algorithm
SIFT 10% 28%
SURF 7% 15%

Results based on ~200 training images on 38 subjects, recognizing ~100 test images

Correctly Classified Images (Before = Top, After = Bottom)


